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Abstract

Introduction: Local therapy is treatment that is directed to a specific organ or limited area of the body. It can shorten the length of infection, reduce complications, and reduce the spread to other tissues or organs. In some cases, it may be more effective, more specific and better than systematic therapy, with fewer side effects. In this research, I tried to evaluate and develop the use and implementation of some of these local therapy medications in treatment of some diseases including acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS).

Material and methods: I used in this research direct face-to-face questionnaires to get my answers and data from adult people who experienced these diseases and therapies before. They provided me with all required information without identification data and without the need of any consent or legal permissions. Also I collected retrospectively registered data as nominal data to be easier in calculation and evaluation with a probability value $p < 0.05$.

Results: I got some data and results with a significant difference, e.g. 103 (103 from 129 total sample = 79.84%) patients with minor superficial wounds, who have an experience with these diseases and both of local and systematic therapies before, said that they had a faster recovery (by 2-3 days) if using a combination of a systematic antibiotic with a local antibiotic cream than using the same systematic antibiotic alone. Also, 4 patients (from a total sample of 6 = 66.66%) with AIDS got a faster and better outcome in decreasing viral load if using a combination of systematic oral antiretroviral treatment with injectable intramuscular injection of antiretroviral treatment (oral zidovudine 300 mg + lamivudine 150 mg USP, one tablet once daily for 24 weeks and with injection (intramuscular dosing) antiretroviral therapy, as injectable cabotegravir 400 mg + rilpivirine 600 mg one vial dose every 4 weeks for 24 weeks).

Conclusions: The study revealed that we can use and develop some medications as an effective therapy in treatment of some diseases, including human immunodeficiency virus. I have suggested in this research a new additional way for treatment of AIDS, taking into account the possible side effects.
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Introduction

Local therapy is a treatment that is directed to a specific organ or limited area of the body [1], and it is an important technique in therapy planning that could be used alone or with other types of therapy techniques, e.g. it can be used with systematic therapy, in treatments of some diseases or conditions. Also, it can shorten the length of infection, reduce complications, and reduce the spread to other tissues or organs. In other words, in many conditions, local therapy, as a route of drug or therapy administration, may be more effective and better than systematic therapy with fewer side effects.

Local therapy can be more specific and localized than systematic therapy, as it can reach specific tissues that systematic therapy medication cannot reach sufficiently, e.g. in treatment of some of minor superficial wounds, trauma, infectious skin diseases, cancer and acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) (AIDS stands for acquired immune deficiency syndrome; it is also called advanced human immunodeficiency virus [HIV] infection or late-stage HIV), and also in cancer treatment such as surgery, radiation therapy, cryotherapy, laser therapy, and topical therapy [1] (as a lotion or cream that is applied locally to the skin).

The life cycle of HIV can be only about 1.5 days from viral entry into a cell, but the virus can be replicated, assembled, and released to infect other cells [2]. Although there are some antiretroviral regimens that in some cases can decrease the viral load to an undetectable amount in the blood or even may eradicate the whole virus in the blood for some time, there is no regimen that can eradicate all the virus from the entire body permanently [3, 4]. This effect can be due to some reasons, as the regimen drug treatment could decrease the viral load to an undetectable amount in blood (< 50 copies per ml) [5] or even may eradicate the whole virus in specific tissue in which the regimen can reach sufficiently. But the regimen cannot work effectively in all tissues as it cannot reach them in a sufficient dose amount and for a sufficient time of treatment.

So, the antiretroviral therapy (ART) drugs cannot eradicate all the virus from all the other tissues and fluids where the virus exists in which it cannot reach in a sufficient drug concentration. HIV is not found only in blood, but also can be in all body fluids: plasma, tears, semen, vaginal secretion, rectal fluid, breast milk, cerebrospinal fluid [6] and bone marrow [7]. In other words, about 10% of patients taking antiretroviral therapy who have an undetectable viral load in their blood have detectable levels of HIV in their cerebrospinal fluids [8, 9] and bone marrow can harbor HIV-infected cells [7], too.

I tried in this research to make a study of some of these medications that may be used locally in treatments of some diseases including AIDS. In this research, I focused on AIDS treatment in the cases that I have faced or have known during my work in private and in general hospital pharmacies. I found some results that may reveal that using some medications locally with or without the other medication techniques may cause better positive treatment outcomes and rapid recovery, with regard to some side effects, including AIDS.

Material and methods

During my work at hospital pharmacies (during November 2014 to June 2018) I noticed and collected some data (by direct face-to-face interview and computerized questionnaires [10]) from adult patients or people (aged about 21-65 years old) – those who had experienced these diseases and both local and systematic therapies before – and they provided some information about these issues according to the information that they obtained from their physicians and data recorded in their medical profile before. They informed me all required information without any identification data (such as names and address) which do not need any consent or legal permissions [11, 12]. I collected those data as retrospectively registered data [13] and as nominal data [14] to be easier in calculation and evaluation (with a probability value \( p < 0.05 \)) [15, 16]. I used some information from the internet too [17].

Some observations in local therapy medications with examples

Local therapy is a treatment that is directed to a specific organ or limited area of the body. The local therapy medications may produce very effective action alone or combined with other therapy techniques as with systematic therapy. Also, local therapy may shorten the length of infection, reduce complications, and reduce the spread to other tissues or organs. In other words, in many conditions, local therapy may be more effective and better with fewer side effects than systematic therapy, and it can reach into specific tissues that systematic therapy medication cannot reach sufficiently.

During my work in hospital pharmacies, I noticed and collected some information from adult people by directly asking them, and I obtained those retrospectively registered data and I put them in the form of nominal data so as to be easily calculated. The people were adult (21-65 years old), and they gave me all required information selectively with no confidential identification data, those not needing any consent or legal permissions [11, 12]. They provided information about these issues according to the information that they have obtained from their physicians or recorded in their medical profile before, such as in the following examples.

Use of plasma injections in harmed knee joint in osteoarthritis patients

It was observed that injection of plasma, extracted from the patient himself, into the knee joint lumen causes an improvement and more rapid recovery than using systematic cortisone medications alone or any other medication alone.

In other words, 9 (from a total sample of 11 = 81.81%) patients, with chronic osteoarthritis, have tried using all available medications in treatments of osteoarthritis including cortisone medications and analgesics as diclofenate sodium 50 mg tablets twice daily or intramuscular injections but with no detectable or satisfactory response. They informed me that they detected a better improvement and faster recov-
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Use of medications in patients with minor superficial wounds

One hundred and three (from a total sample of 129 = 79.84%) patients with minor superficial wounds, who have experience with these diseases and both local and systematic therapies before, said that they had a faster recovery (by 2-3 days) if using a combination of systematic antibiotic with a local antibiotic cream than using the same systematic antibiotic alone (oral amoxicillin trihydrate 500 mg tablets, USP, 3 time daily for 5-7 days and local gentamicin sulfate ointment USP, 0.1% twice daily for 5-10 daily), with no unbearable side effects, while the rest of the patients (26 patients) said that there was no difference between the two techniques in positive outcomes.

Use of medications in patients with infectious skin diseases

Patients (41 from a total sample of 63 = 65.07%) with infectious skin diseases – mainly cellulitis – who have experience with these diseases and both local and systematic therapies before, had faster and better outcomes (faster by 2-3 days) if using a combination of a systematic antibiotic with a local antibiotic cream than using the same systematic antibiotic alone (oral amoxicillin trihydrate USP, 500 mg tablets for 5-10 days and local gentamicin sulfate ointment USP, 0.1% twice daily for 5-10 days), with no unbearable side effects, while the rest of the patients (22 patients) said that there were no better positive outcomes between the techniques.

Use of medications in patients with bacterial eye infection

One hundred and four patients (from a total sample of 129 = 79.84%) patients with bacterial eye infection diseases – mainly acute bacterial conjunctivitis – who have experience with these diseases and both local and systematic therapies before, had faster (by 1-2 days) and better outcome if using a combination of a systematic antibiotic with a local antibiotic cream than using the same local antibiotic alone (oral corticosteroids 5 mg prednisolone USP, once daily for 1 week and local eye drop 1% prednisolone USP, 4 times daily for 2 weeks). But they suffered from some extra mild to moderate side effects especially in the GIT such as nausea and vomiting, while the rest of the patients (85 patients) said that there was no difference between the techniques in positive outcomes.

Use of medications in patients with viral eye infection

Fifteen patients (from a total sample of 108 = 13.88%) with viral eye infection diseases – mainly acute viral conjunctivitis – who have experience with these diseases and both local and systemic therapies before, had a faster (by 1-2 days) and better outcome if using a combination of a systematic antibiotic with a local antibiotic cream than using the same local antibiotic alone (oral corticosteroids 5 mg prednisolone USP, once daily for 1 week and local eye drop 1% prednisolone USP, 4 times daily for 2 weeks). But they suffered from some extra mild to moderate side effects especially in the GIT such as nausea and vomiting, while the rest of the patients (93 patients) said that there was no difference between the techniques in positive outcomes.
AIDS drugs and treatment regimens

There are many different types of antiretroviral drugs (ART) and they work in different ways. In most antiretroviral regimens, there is usually more than one drug from different group types [4, 19], to prevent resistance and to give better results. However, usually we start HIV treatment by combination such as TDF (tenofovir), either 3TC (lamivudine) or FTC (emtricitabine), and EFV (efavirenz) [4, 19].

There are a lot of antiretroviral drugs, and they can be combined in different ways. The World Health Organization (WHO) has recommended a combination of antiretroviral drugs for people starting HIV treatment, such as the following regimens:

- tenofovir/emtricitabine and raltegravir,
- tenofovir/emtricitabine and dolutegravir,
- tenofovir disoproxil fumarate (300 mg) + efavirenz (600 mg) + emtricitabine (200 mg),
- abacavir/lamivudine (two NRTIs) [20],
- cobicistat, darunavir ethanolate,
- cabotegravir 30 mg, abacavir 600 mg, 3TC 300 mg [21].

The regimen and treatment plan can be determining according to many factors such as patient conditions (pregnant, adult, child), virus load number, disease stage, disease severity, virus and medications resistance [22, 23].

And there are many drugs for AIDS treatment [3, 24, 25] such as:

1. Nucleoside/nucleotide reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NRTIs): force the HIV virus to use faulty versions of building blocks so infected cells cannot make more HIV (e.g. abacavir, or ABC [Ziagen], tenofovir disoproxil fumarate, or TDF [Viread], zidovudine or ZDV [Retrovir], emtricitabine [FTC], lamivudine [3TC]).

2. Non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NNRTIs): bind to a specific protein so the HIV virus cannot make copies of itself, similar to jamming a zipper (e.g. dela-virdine or DLV [Rescriptor], nevirapine or NVP [Viramune], rilpivirine or RPV [Edurant], doravirine [DOR], efavirenz [EFV], etravirine [ETR]).

3. Protease inhibitors (PIs): these drugs block a protein that infected cells need to put together new HIV virus particles (e.g. atazanavir or ATV [Reyataz], tipranavir or TPV [Aptivus], darunavir [darunavir ethanolate, DRV], fosamprenavir [fosamprenavir calcium, FOS-APV, FPV], ritonavir [RTV]).

4. Fusion inhibitors: unlike NRTIs, NNRTIs, and PIs – which work on infected cells – these drugs help block HIV from getting inside healthy cells in the first place (e.g. enfuvirtide, or ENF or T-20 [Fuzeon]).

5. CCR5 antagonist: it stops HIV before it gets inside a healthy cell, but in a different way than fusion inhibitors. It blocks a specific kind of “hook” on the outside of certain cells so the virus cannot plug in. (e.g. maraviroc, or MVC [Selzentry]).

6. Integrase inhibitors: these stop HIV from making copies of itself by blocking a key protein that allows the virus to put its DNA into the healthy cell's DNA. They are also called integrase strand transfer inhibitors (INSTIs) (e.g. bictegravir or BIC [combined with other drugs as Bikkarry], dolutegravir or DTG [Tivicay], elvitegravir or EVG [Vitekta], raltegravir or RAL [Isentress]).

7. Post-attachment inhibitors: block CD4 receptors on the surface of certain immune cells that HIV needs to enter the cells. e.g. ibalizumab-uiyk (Hu5A8, IBA, Ibalizumab, TMB-355, TNX-355).

8. Pharmacokinetic enhancers: increase the effectiveness of an HIV medicine included in an HIV regimen, e.g. cobicistat (COBI).

Results

In using plasma injections in the harmed knee joint in osteoarthritis patients, use of antibiotics locally besides systematic drugs in patients with superficial wounds, using medications in viral and bacterial eye infection, using medications and radiation in cancer treatments, I found that different percentages of patients with these conditions had faster and better outcomes if using a combination of a systematic antibiotic with a local therapy regimen than when using the same local therapy alone. But there are some extra side effects with various degrees of severity.

In AIDS treatment, using a high dose of antiretroviral drugs, or using injection antiretroviral therapy with oral drugs doses, could cause some improvements and a decrease in viral load, after 12-24 weeks of treatments with normal recommended doses, but they could cause additional and worse side effects (Table 1).

Discussion

Local therapy is a treatment that is directed to a specific organ or limited area of the body. Local therapy medications may produce very effective action alone or combined with other therapy techniques such as with systematic therapy. Also, local therapy may shorten the length of infection, reduce complications, reduce the spread to other tissues or organs, and in some cases (including some viral infectious diseases) may be more effective, with fewer side effects and better than systematic therapy, and it can reach into specific tissues that systematic therapy medication cannot reach sufficiently [1].

In using medications in AIDS treatments, HIV is found not only in blood, but also can be in all body fluids, such as plasma, tears, semen, vaginal secretion, rectal fluid, breast milk, cerebrospinal fluid [6], and bone marrow [7]. So, we need to make these antiretroviral regimen drugs reach all these tissues and all fluids where the virus exists in a sufficient dose at the same time for a specific period of time of treatment, to prevent the virus recovering from any cell to any other cell or from tissue to tissue.

We can achieve these goals if we create new antiretroviral regimen of drugs that have these desirable properties, like if it can reach all needed tissues and fluids where
the virus exists, at the same time for a sufficient dose and for a sufficient period of treatment, or by other ways, such as by direct injection of the desired antiretroviral regimen drugs to all of the desirable tissue and fluids where the virus exists, at the same time for a sufficient dose and for a sufficient period of treatment. And we need to perform suitable clinical trials to achieve these aims (such as cohort studies) [26, 27], if these antiretroviral regimen drugs can decrease or even eliminate the virus from one tissue or fluid such as blood or vaginal secretions, so it is expected to eliminate the whole virus (in a shorter time and with better positive outcomes) from all the other fluids if given in all the fluids where the virus exist, at the same time, for a sufficient dose and for a sufficient period of treatment, with regard to the side effects, pharmacotherapeutic issues, and after taking into consideration drug activity, virus and the patient condition in both cerebral fluid and bone marrow and all body fluids in which the virus could exist, and also analysis and evaluation of all needed information, such as the concentration of the antiretroviral regimen drugs in both cerebrospinal fluid and bone marrow, and all body fluids and tissues, monitoring of drug concentration in both blood and all other fluids, drug toxicity, and dose monitoring during all the treatment course.

There are many studies that discuss these issues, such as those I have mentioned in this research with more details, but I failed to find a study that has dealt with these issues about AIDS treatments as I did in this research.

**Conclusions**

The study revealed that the use of local therapy techniques could be useful and give a better outcome in a lot of therapy regimens, and it can shorten the length of infection, reduce complications, reduce the spread to other tissues, decrease disease or condition severity, decrease microorganism numbers rapidly and effectively in some diseases including AIDS, that may be treated with this technique better with the desired positive outcomes including viral load and time of response, with regard to the possible side effects and all pharmacotherapeutic issues related to the drugs, virus and the patient condition.
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**Table 1. Summary of results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient said about the regimen/condition</th>
<th>Combination of systematic with local therapy regimen is better</th>
<th>Combination regimen is not better than the other monotherapy regimen technique</th>
<th>Side effects degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Using plasma injections in knee joint in osteoarthritis patients</td>
<td>9 (9 from 11 total sample = 81.81%) Plasma with analgesics (mainly paracetamol tablets as needed)</td>
<td>2 Like cortisone and diclofenate sodium oral and injection</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using medications in patients with minor superficial wounds</td>
<td>103 (103 from 129 total sample = 79.84%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using medications in patients with infectious skin diseases</td>
<td>41 (41 from 63 total sample = 65.07)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using medications in bacterial eye infection</td>
<td>104 (104 from 189 total sample = 55.02%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using medications in viral eye infection</td>
<td>15 (15 from 108 total sample = 13.88%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using medications in AIDS treatments</td>
<td>4 (4 from 6 total sample = 66.66%) They used an extra intramuscular drug or used excess dose</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Moderate – severe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


